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Introduction
Virtual machines
Virtualization or a virtual machine is a software that gives permission to an entire operating
system to run on the Host operating system either in a seamless mode or as a container window
or full screen (Purdy, 2016). Some of many reasons you need to virtual machines are:-

Implementation of Ubuntu VM
To begin with, Ubuntu is open source operating system distributed and powered by Linux. This
means it can be accessed freely by professionals and community. To install a virtual machine on
any host machine, first, you need to have a virtual box installed (Linuxconfig.org, 2014)
Virtual Box Installation
1. First, you need to read the VB documentation at http://www.virtualbox.org/.
2. On the left, the left sidebar, navigate to download link.
3. Download VB and then install it in your system (platform).
4. Now after installing virtual box, run it on your platform for verification. This will open
virtual box manager window as well as a default message alert “quick start powered off.”
5. Now that it has installed perfectly, there will be notified of updates whenever a new
functionality is available. You can assess the importance of the update to your
organization (Purdy, 2016). But still, make sure you are always on the newest version of
VB.

UBUNTU and Virtual Box Set Up
1. Download Ubuntu 112.04 LTS ISO to your system via
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_image. This image will only work with Microsoft virtual
PC VM or even CD/USB installation. Once the installation is done, DO NOT double click
the .iso file because it is used to install UbuntuVB double clicking it will install ubuntu in
your operating system and override the host operating system. To be clear on this Host
OS is the systems Operating system while guest OS will be installed in the virtual Box
(brianlinkletter.com, 2016).
2. Open the virtual box and click on the New icon to configure a new virtual box.

3. Give your Virtual box a name e.g., Ubuntu-LTS another hyphen, then the version
number, another hyphen and finally your initials. This name will resemble something like
this Ubuntu-LTS-12.04-MC (this name can be changed later) after naming your virtual
box, choose Linux or Ubuntu in the drop-down menu and then click continue (Berrangé,
2014).

4. Depending on the RAM you have, choose the amount of RAM to give your VM. For
example, you can allocate 512 MB or even 1GB depending on your computer RAM
amount. The higher the amount of RAM allocated to a Virtual Machine, the better the
performance.

5. On creating new hard disk, option clicks the default option (create new hard disk) and
then click Continue. On this step, windows users should be conscious to ensure that the
Boot Hard Disk or the Start checkboxis checked.

6. Select the virtual box disk image and then click then continue.
7. Next, there are two options to choose from; Fixed/Pre-allocated disk as well as
Dynamically Expanding hard disk. Though the Fixed/Pre-allocated disk gives you better
performance, I recommend choosing dynamically expanding hard disk because this
allows the guest OS to use only what is needed from the Host OS. After this, click Create.
(Be aware where the hard disk is created because you can back it up or move it to other
places). You can find the location of the hard disk at the virtual box preferences
(Beckman, 2012).

8. To apply the default name and size of the virtual box.

9. Click FINISH

Installing Ubuntu in the Virtual Box
1. In the virtual box you just created, you will see a virtual machine Ubuntu Powered off.

Select on this Virtual Machine and then go to Settings. (Hoffman, 2012) The go to advanced
settings where you will get the settings of the VM like the amount of RAM allocated as well
as the number of processors. At this point, you do not need to change anything unless need
be. To change the memory amount in the future, the VM requires the guest OS to be
powered off. Choose Network and change the “ Attached To” default “NAT” to “Bridged”
and then choose OK or Apply (You should research, but NAT gets a new IP address from the
router/system whereas Bridged uses your host’s IP address). Note that interestingly,
changing a malfunctioning “Bridged” connection to NAT also resolved networking issues in
some instances (AskUbuntu, 2017).
2. On the Ubuntuicon, you just installed, click on start.

3. Click install Ubuntu

4. Choose erase dick and install Ubuntu then click Next.

5. Set up your Time zone, your user name with all your names in lower case as well s the
name of the computer with UbuntuLTS-initialsi.e.,UbuntuLTS-MC. The first user created
has the sudo/sysadmin rights. In the remaining places, just leave the defaults
(havetheknowhow.com, 2017).

6. Ubuntu will start the installation, and when successful it will prompt the user to restart
the system.

Everything to this point is working fine. Now Ubuntu will restart and when an upgrade
notification shows, choose not to upgrade and check the do not show this window box
to avoid getting such notification in the future. In case you need to upgrade, just create
another virtual machine.
7. Then you will lastly be prompted to remove media and hit any key to continue. Now you
have an Ubuntu instance up and running (wikiHow, 2017).

Implementing Fedora Virtual Machine
To start with we will prepare Fedora for KVM Virtualization.
Preparing Fedora.
KVM is prebuilt in Fedora Linux Kernel, and therefore its support is there I the standard
kernel.The requirements for the set up as well maintenance of virtualized systems are not
however installed by default and t fully utilize them; the following are the required packages
(techotopia.com, 2017);
1. qemu-KVM
2. virt-manager
3. virt-viewer
4. python-virtinst

Check if the packages are installed using the following commands
rpm -q qemu-kvmvirt-manager virt-viewer python-virtinst
Incase any of the packages are not installed,you can complete the installation using Yum
package manager
su yum install qemu-kvmvirt-manager virt-viewer python-virtinst
The packages can change from one Fedora release to another, for easy installation and to avoid
the need to know the package names, you can do a group install as follows
yumgroupinstall 'Virtualization.'
This command will install all the required packages.

Creating Fedora KVM Virtual System
Virtual systems can be configured through avirt-installcommandon the command line or the virt
manager GUI tool. Using GUI tool, begging by running or starting the virt-manager. This can be
done by selecting Apllications>System tools>Virtual machine manager or you can ue the cmd to
run virt-manager. Once loaded the user will be asked to give the password then the following
screen will be displayed (techotopia.com, 2016).

Configuration of the KVM Virtual system
Click forward again to get a screen asking for additional information on the installation process.
The information needed will be based on the selection of previous screens (Brownlee, 2017).

Once you have entered all the required settings, click forward

Configure the storage space for the guest operating system.

Once these settings are configured, click the Forward key once more. The final screen displays a
summary of the configuration (Ciregia, 2017). Review the information displayed. Advanced
options are also available to configure bridged networking (where the virtual machine has direct
access to a host network adapter) and to configure a specific MAC address if required:

Starting the KVM Virtual System
Click the Finish button to start the creation process. The virtualization manager will create
thedisk and configure the KVM the start the system. Once started now the installation of fedora
will begin(guest OS)

From this point on, simply follow the operating installation instructions to install the guest OS.

Case study
Virtualization dates back to 1970s with main frame computers which involved the ability to have
multiple operating systems running on the same machine simultaneously (Kili, 2017). Then later
came encapsulation of the system state, virtualization is used today to offer additional services.
In this case study, we consider Millenium Ltd which is a financial service company. Due to the
growth of computing needs, the company faced the problem which is common to today’s
datacenters. The company ran out of physical space to place their servers and cooling
infrastructure. The new workload meant additional systems. The company did all the
configurations to make sure there is physical space but with no success and later embraced
server virtualization using Linux servers (SearchDataCenter.com, 2017). The company is 75%
virtualized today and runs 200 VMs on just ten physical servers which mean 33% savings on
power usage.
Why they did it:
1. This is because the users/ staff in the company can use multiple OS platforms
depending on their experience while making sure the platforms are isolated from
each other and no likelihood of interfering with each other
2. There is a possibility of intrusion set architecture from real computers
3. Convenient recovery, availability, easy maintenance as well as easy maintenance
How they implemented the Virtual machines
1. Starting up the Virtual box
With the virtual box installed, both the Host and the Guest Operating systems installed
start up the virtual box (Wallen, 2011).
2. For the virtual box to be configured, stop or power it off.
When the virtual machine is running or paused, it is impossible to open the settings tab.
So to configure the virtual machine, they had to power of the VM then open the settings
tab.
3. Open the Setting tab of the guest operating system.
Shut down the guest OS, then select the quest Operating system entry. Then open the
settings, click on network tab to make the necessary changes.
4. Configure bridged network. For all guest operating systems to reside on the same
network as that of the host, the networking configuration of the Guest operating system
should in bridged mode.
Future of Linux virtual machines
The future of Linux Virtual machines lies in the additions which give it more additional services

Open source and closed source comparison
Differences
Development:
The software developers handle proprietary software or closed source and they can decide to
continue or stop supporting the development while in another hand the open source software
is developed through mass collaboration and therefore development and fixes are available as
long as the community is active (McDonald, 2011)
Support:
Closed source software there is organized support with FAQs and support tickets such that help
can be acquired easily while in open source software, there are no many manuals and FAQs and
sometimes one needs to ask questions on their forums for help
Flexibility:
Open source software has more flexibility than closed source software
Cost:
The biggest difference between open source and closed source software’s is cost. Open source
software’s are mostly free meaning there is no cost associated with the core functionality, but it
can have cost in additional services, added functionality, and assistance. This cost added
together cannot be compared to the cost of a single closed system

Similarities
1. Innovation- both the open source and closed source models have a great base for
innovation because they are developed by people who have interests in the growth of
the systems.
2. Support is there for both open source and closed source applications and systems
3. Availability of the both systems is assured and in different versions

Advantages to having an open source
Greater Developer Support– since this software is developed through mass
collaboration, anyone can develop for the platform. This gives it a greater developer
support and gives the developers a feeling of ownership motivating them to innovate
more.


Customizable – In a closed source scenario, developers are given only options to change
what the original developer chooses, but having full control lets them customize the
look feel and even features of the software giving it much more possibilities



More Secure – Open source is much more transparent than closed, this means that
anyone can look over the code, by having thousands of people reading through your

code, bugs and vulnerabilities are located much quicker and submitted for fixing, it also
lets you know if the bug has been fixed as you can check the code after each release.


Extended Community Support – As a product ages the original developer might move
on and stop developing leaving the product to age with no new fixes or features, but if
its open then usually the community takes over and continues working on it allowing the
usable life of the product to be extended well beyond what the original developer
intended.

Advantages to having a closed source


Less confusion for customers – Many people aren’t sure what the advantages of the
different versions of Android, is HTC Sense better than Motoblur? By not allowing
people to alter core features it makes it easier to pick the product you want, there is
only one version of iOS that people need to learn about



Unified experience – Because its close the developer can choose the layout, the
features, the options, the colors, and pretty much anything they choose. This seems
restrictive, but at least guarantees that every user will have a similar experience and
gives it a standard that can’t be changed.



More profitable – A closed model can be greatly profitable as you can charge money for
developers to use your API, and can lock out competition by not making your design
available for them to see.

Conclusion
In this paper, I discussed the implementation of the Ubuntu and Fedora virtual machines using
virtual box and KVM. The implementation of the virtual machine in this paper is done on the
Windows Host operating system. The procedures given in this paper will lead to successful
implementation of both Ubuntu and Fedora virtual machines using the virtual box. Also, we
have seen a financial company that implemented virtual machines on their network due to lack
of space to ensure proper and efficient operations in the company leading to high performance.
This paper discusses how they did VM configurations and the future of Linux VMs.
Finally, the paper looks into the comparison of both open source and closed source systems
giving the differences similarities, advantages and disadvantages of the both system models.
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